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In my many years I have come to a conclusion that
one useless man is a shame, two is a law firm,
and three or more is a congress.
-- John Adams

Gold Rush 1857-S $20
Treasure
“Super-Nova” is Record at Legend Rare Coins

M

ulti-Toned Double Eagle From SS Central
America Sells for record $282,000 The spectacular 1857-S Double Eagle, recovered in
2014 from the fabled SS Central America and nicknamed “Supernova” because of its amazing, unique
natural toning, set a record price for any 1857 San
Francisco Mint $20 gold coin in a public auction conducted by Legend Rare Coin Auctions in New Orleans,
Louisiana on May 16, 2019.

Described by Legend President Laura Sperber as “the
most beautifully and amazingly colorful toned gold
coin we have ever seen!,” the sunken treasure Double
(Continued on page 3)

About The News
The News is the official newsletter of the Rocky
Mountain Prospectors and Treasure Hunters Club
(RMPTH): our mailing address is 1819 88th Avenue,
Greeley, CO 80634.
Opinions expressed in The News are those of the
authors and do not necessarily reflect those of the
club or its members. Publication of information in
The News constitutes no guarantee of accuracy. Use
of any information found in this publication is at the
sole risk of the user. Neither RMPTH, nor its coordinators, nor The News, nor its editors or contributors
assume any liability for damages resulting from use
of information in this publication.
Submissions
Articles, letters and short items of interest on prospecting, detecting and treasure hunting topics are
welcome and encouraged. All items submitted for
publication are subject to editing. Submittals for publication may be made in writing or, preferably, in
ASCII text format on IBM-compatible disk. If you have
questions about a submission, please contact the editor for information.

Advertising
Classified advertising for topic related items is free
for non-business ads. See the “Trading Post” section
for donation pricing of camera-ready display ads. Donations for ad makeup from sketches, etc., are available on request.
About RMPTH
RMPTH is an independent nonprofit hobbyist social
club, open to anyone interested in prospecting, detecting or treasure hunting. Its purpose is to provide an
educational and social forum of mutual benefit for
members. RMPTH holds a monthly meeting and conducts various field outings, as well as offers special
presentations and seminars. Active participants have
voting privileges. The monthly newsletter, The News,
is readily available on the Internet. Annual dues are
$35 payable in June. Applicants joining in any month
other than June pay partial dues of $3 per month for
months remaining prior to following June less $1. ✍

Copyright
Unless otherwise noted, other nonprofit groups
may reprint or quote from any articles appearing in
The News without prior permission, provided that
proper author and publication credits are given and
that a copy of the publication in which the article appears is sent at no cost to RMPTH at the above mailing address. Clubs wishing to exchange newsletters
with RMPTH are invited to send a copy of their newsletter together with an exchange request.

CLUB MEMBERS TAKE NOTE
Club Hats, Shirts, Jackets, & Patches are again available.
Ask for info at the club meetings to purchase your club items!
We will be running a 50/50 Drawing at each club meeting. At the end of each
meeting we will split the pot 50/50 and a lucky member will go home with more
money than they came with.!
The remaining 50% goes to the club treasury.
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(Continued from page 1)

Eagle, graded PCGS MS67, sold for $282,000.
“Because it has amazing blasts of colors, we named it
Supernova after something truly cosmic,” explained
Dwight Manley, managing partner of the California
Gold Marketing Group (CGMG) that consigned the
coin to Legend.
“The Supernova now is part of the Black Cat Collection, a world-class set of coins being built exclusively
by Legend. The collection’s owner adores the color
and the romance of this coin because it is real California Gold Rush treasure that was recovered from more
than 7,000 feet under the sea after 157 years,” explained Sperber.
The Supernova was among piles and stacks of coins
that originally were in boxes of Double Eagles being
shipped to New York by San Francisco businesses.
The previous record price for any 1857-S $20 gold
piece sold at auction was $152,750 in 2014. That
coin also was recovered from SS Central America, the
fabled “Ship of Gold” that sank in 1857.
There is only one finer 1857-S Double Eagle known,
graded PCGS MS67+, that also was recovered from
Central America. It is still held by CGMG as part of a
six-coin “Crème de la Crème” type set of the finest
known San Francisco Mint Gold Rush-era gold coins
assembled by Manley from Ship of Gold treasures
brought up in 2014.

Central America sank in a hurricane in September
1857 off the coast of North Carolina while carrying
tons of California Gold Rush coins and gold ingots.
There were 578 passengers and crew on board, but
only 153 survived.
Search CoinWeek
coinweek.com/us-coins/gold-rush-treasure-supernovasinks-1857-s-20-auction-record-at-legend-rare-coins

✍

Treasure Story
The Dynamited Treasure of Victorio Peak,
New Mexico, USA

I

n 1937, a man named Doc Noss fulfilled the potential of his awesome name when, during a deer
hunting trip in the Southern Rocky Mountains, he
came across a dark mine shaft containing skeletons,
jewels, and other historical items, including 16,000
bars of iron.
Which he immediately set to work molding into a flying armored suit. It was only when his wife, Babe
(obviously), insisted that he bring one of the iron bars
to her that they noticed it had a golden hue -- because
it was gold.
Doc's reaction? "Babe ... we can call John D. Rockefeller a tramp!"
Of course, we wouldn't be talking about Doc Noss if he
had simply taken out that gold without a hitch and
bought a beach resort. The problem was that the entrance to the mine was very narrow, so in a move that
we can only hope landed him the nickname "Dynamite
Doc," Noss decided that the best way to expand it was
through good old-fashioned explosions.
Unsurprisingly, he accidentally closed off the mine,
and perhaps even less surprisingly, he soon became
"Divorced Doc."
And "Destitute Doc," and probably "Drunky Doc."

CGMG acquired all the sunken treasure brought up
in 2014 from Ira Owen Kane, Receiver for Recovery
Limited Partnership and Columbus Exploration, LLC
in a court-approved transaction. CGMG earlier acquired all of the available treasure that was recovered
in the late 1980s.
The News, August 2019

Noss became "Dead Doc" when a business partner
shot him to death over a dispute about the gold, but
his family, along with countless others, continued
searching for the treasure.
(Continued on page 5)
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An Irish Blessing

Find of the Month
Winners
July, 2019

Most Valuable Coin:
Barb Schuldt - 1898 Indianhead Cent
Oldest Coin: Tom Marschall 1873 Indianhead Cent
Largest Raw Gold: No Entry
Most Raw Gold: No Entry
Best Bottle: Mike Noll - Antique
Prairie Dairy Bottle
Best Jewelry:
Ryan Strong – Silver Ring
Most Unique Find:
Tom Marschall -1942 Lighter
Token:
Barb Schuldt - 50 Cent Artillery Token
Rock, Gem, Mineral & Fossil:
Dewy Decost - Unique Rock
Specimen

Whether you are Irish or not, we would like
to share an Irish blessing:
“May the road rise up to meet you.
May the wind always be at your back.
May the sun shine warm upon your face,
and rains fall soft upon your fields.
And until we meet again,
May God hold you in the palm of His hand.”
May the luck of the Irish be with you!

Gold Glossary
Heavies--minerals of high specific
gravity in a placer concentrate, also
called black sands.

TREASURE HUNTER’S
CODE OF ETHICS

I WILL respect private property and do no treasure
hunting without the owner's permission.

Interesting finds this month!

I WILL fill all excavations.
I WILL appreciate and protect our heritage of natural
resources, wildlife, and private property.
I WILL use thoughtfulness, consideration, and courtesy
at all times.
I WILL build fires in designated or safe places only.
I WILL leave gates as found.
I WILL remove and properly dispose of any trash that I
find.
I WILL NOT litter.
I WILL NOT destroy property, buildings, or what is left
of ghost towns and deserted structures.
I WILL NOT tamper with signs, structural facilities, or
equipment.
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(Continued from page 3)

Mineral Specimen Identification
Another problem: In the '50s, the area, known as Victorio Peak, was closed to the public because the Army
started doing dangerous nuclear tests there ... which
naturally didn't stop the Army itself from performing
a top-secret search after soldiers claimed they found
the booty. When this became public and the Noss
family protested, the Army claimed they found nothing.
No one's sure if the Army took the gold, or who put it
there in the first place (probably those absent-minded
Spaniards), or if it even existed, but the $1.2 billion
estimated value is enough to keep people coming back
to molest this tiny shaft hoping something valuable
will come out. If you find it, it might be a little too late
to call John Rockefeller a tramp.

As part of their community outreach, Metropolitan State
College of Denver, Dep. of Earth & Atmospheric
Science, Professional Services Division offers FREE
MINERAL SPECIMEN IDENTIFICATION. Participants
will aid in the education of future Geoscientists!
Details and specimen submittal forms with instructions
can be downloaded
from:
SPECIAL OFFER FREE MINERAL SPECIMEN
http://college.earthscienceeducation.net/MINPET/
MINID.pdf

6 Legendary Lost Treasures That Are Still Up for
grabs
cracked.com/article_21375_6-legendary-lost-treasures
-that-are-still-up-grabs.html

✍

Property Wanted
For Detector Hunt

Refreshment Volunteers
August—Bob Murphy
September—Volunteer Needed
October—Volunteer Needed
November– Dan Kelly

The News, August 2019

RMPTH is looking for private property on which to hold
an organized club detector hunt. Obviously, it would be
most ideal if this property is known to have seen some
past historical activity. If you have such property or
know of someone who does, please contact Rick Mattingly to plan a club field outing event.
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Treasure Hunter Goes
Boom
By Alexander Brown / Published 5th July 2019
A young treasure hunter digging for coins had
his finger blown off when he detonated a
World War One bomb.

P

aul Aiden, 18, was searching a forest in north
eastern France when his metal detector rang.
He hit the shell when he started digging.

The explosion that followed blasted him off his feet
and severed a finger.
Paul was left covered in blood and shocked. Surgeons
later removed 50 pieces of shrapnel from his body
and reattached the finger.
Paul was left covered in blood and shocked. Surgeons
later removed 50 pieces of shrapnel from his body
and reattached the finger.
He explained: “It was so crazy because it felt like I
was being transported back to 1914. I started digging
and then ‘boom’.
“I felt shell-shocked because I didn’t know what happened until after the explosion when I saw all the
blood on my chest and most of my index finger was
blown off.”
He added: “I’m so lucky to be alive because if the
shrapnel was just six centimeters higher it would have
hit my face and I would have died.”
But Paul vowed the ordeal would not put him off his 
hobby. He said: “I will continue metal detecting all my
life, I won’t allow some World War One bomb to stop
me.
https://www.dailystar.co.uk

This unfortunate incident is a warning pertaining to
many parts of the world, including Civil War battle area of the U.S. Be careful out there!

✍

Old Gold News
A Novel Mining Scheme
Silver Cliff Rustler, April 23, 1902

M

ethods of gold recovery are developing with
startling rapidity, but the following report taken from a recent issue of a New York daily paper is particularly interesting. It looks as if Mr. Mulhatton had turned his reportorial energies in tho direction
of mining enterprises:
A novel scheme has been discovered by several farmers
in the Big Hole River, in Wyoming, for saving the flour
gold along that stream, which had defied all the efforts of
ingenuity of miners for many years. On the big bench
which lies in the Big Hole Basin, a few miles from Wisdom, there is an immense, glacial moraine, covering an
area of several thousand acres, and tests which have
been made show that this immense deposit carries a
value of about $2 in gold to the ton.
The gold is as fine as flour, and will float on water. Often
in many years prospectors have attempted to save the
gold by ground sluicing, panning, washing it over blankets, and every other means known to placer miners,
but all proved failures. It was the conclusion that the
gold could not be saved and would lie forever just without the reach of man. A few years ago a land company
acquired possession of several thousand acres of this
land and began breaking it up and seeding it down for
grass. Recently an accidental discovery was made of the
means of saving the fine gold by several man engaged in
ploughing. One of the ploughs in use on the ranch was
an old one which had been bolted together with copper
bolts.
Part of the ranch which was ploughed up was an old
placer dump at the mouth of Moose Creek, which had
been washed over a number of years by placer miners,
who had made an earnest effort to save values in the old
moraine, but without success. It fell to the lot of the old
copper bolted plough to turn over the old dump. One
day the ploughman noticed something peculiar about the
appearance of the bolt heads on the old plough. He investigated and found that on each of the bolt heads a
chunk of amalgam had formed. He removed them and
had the amalgam retorted, and secured about 50 cents
in gold from each bolt head. The ranchers now believe
they have made a discovery by which all the gold in the
old moraine may be saved.
They have had all their ploughs copper plated on the
under side of the mould board, and are now engaged in
ploughing and reploughing the old glacial moraine, and
expect to make a fortune in gold instead of hay.
- Mining and Engineering Journal
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Parsons Gold Ingot
2019 Auction Item
"Parsons & Co. / Assayers/ Col. - 1860/ Twenty Dolls//
CARAT DWT/ 18 1/2 25 6/10" rectangular, 1.2 x 0.75".
1.26 Troy Ozs.

A

bout twenty years ago, we published an article in
Colin World "Ingots: The Good Bad and the Ugly". In this article we discussed finding four of
these in our research of collections around the country,
including one at the Smithsonian. I call these "the original four". We were able to run some tests on two of them
as I recall, but at the time I never had a sample of placer
gold from the historical source of where Parsons reportedly mined, which I would have used in comparative
analogy. Other advanced technology was in its infancy.
This ingot came out of an old Colorado collection, but
like the others, the ultimate provenance is completely
unknown. Over the years, we were lucky and found an
original map showing the locations of where Parsons
worked, as shown on a previously unknown 1865 map
of the district. Today, I'd love to go to the spot, get the
gold myself, and make comparative tests with both ICP
and SEM/EDS. But this is an academic pursuit of which
funding would need to be secured, and life moves
on....Today, this ingot has been presented to us to sell,
and for me to openly discuss my thoughts. During the
course of research years ago, I found an 1880 reference
to Parsons and his ingots, but no specifics were ever
mentioned. I plowed through days of early Colorado
newspapers looking for tidbits, but came up mostly empty. This I expected, because Parsons was in a very remote area far outside of the reporting area of the Denver
newspaper in 1860. The big question is this: are all four
ingots fakes?, or is one of the four an original, from
which the others were copied? and if so, which one is
real? Two of the original four are in museums and their
donation or purchase data shows acquisition after 1960,
as I recall. There is no provenance on any of them, which
makes it more difficult. But this is actually the normHistorical ingots came out of the woodwork when Ford
and Franklin worked the West in the 1970's. After the
Gold Reserve Act was repealed in 1975, precious metal
items came out like water, especially after gold and silver
prices rose to new heights. People needed money, and
out came their old gold and silver items, sold into the
bullion market. Many legitimate great pieces were
"discovered". Then came the SSCA, which clearly showed
the cultural influence on marking ingots over time,
which helped all understand the assayer markings system better. One of my all-time favorites was getting a silver Knight assay ingot (Marysville) right from the family
who had used it as a paperweight. I have little doubt that
at least two of the "original four" Parsons ingots are fake.
I have a very high confidence that the other two may be
fake as well, based on comparative analogy of other
known original ingots. But it must be remembered that
The News, August 2019

Parsons was not part of the California or eastern assay
business, and he therefore had no prior knowledge of
how assayers customarily marked their ingots. We also
know, absolutely, that parts of the assayer business in
Colorado developed differently from that in California
and Nevada. This makes sense, because there was little
or no crossover in assayers until the Denver Mint began
their work. By the way, please don't forget that there is a
real 1865 gold ingot from the Denver Mint at the Colorado Historical Society, complete with provenance to 1929,
and I believe we closed the gap all the way back to 1865
with newspaper research. That ingot is marked in the
"standard" manner, though the marking methods were
dictated by the Mint system. Can we prove absolutely
that all four are fakes? No. Can we prove absolutely that
one of the four is real? Someday, perhaps. The technology absolutely exists today to allow for detailed analysis
that would help render an opinion, much of which I and
we do all the time for unpublished project work. But it
takes a budget.

✍
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There is no distinctly Native
American criminal class,
save Congress.
-- Mark Twain

Before You Buy That Metal Detector Handbook Check:
http://www.mdhtalk.org/articles/before-you-buy-hb/before-you-buy-handbook.pdf
Page 8
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Gold Prospectors of the Rockies
July 3, 2019
August 3, 9 am, at Arapaho Bar, free, Panning
class and sluicing class, will last till around
1pm....bring your gold pan, snuffer bottle and gold
vial....hosted by the Gold Prospectors of the
Rockies. Cross your fingers the water will be low
enough by then.
QUOTE FROM THE GRAND
ENCAMPMENT WYO MUSEUM :
"The year of 1897 produced an electrifying change. A rich copper strike
in the Sierra Madres precipitated the
new city of Grand Encampment and
several satellite settlements. The
smelter was supplied by a 16-mile aerial tramway-longest in the world.
In 1908, the company which had produced two million dollars in copper
ore, was indicted for overcapitalization and fraudulent stock
sales. The mines closed, and Rudefeha,
Dillon, Copperton, Rambler, Battle and
Elwood became ghost towns. Encampment and Riverside survived but the
"Grand" was quietly dropped."

You are a detectorist
if you fill your holes.
But ........
You are a vandal if
you do not!
The News, August 2019
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Calendar of Events
August Meeting
Wednesday, August 7. We will meet at The Edge Sports
Center in Fort Collins, 4450 Denrose Court,
Meeting Agenda
6:00 - 7:00 Social Hour and Setup
7:00 - 7:30 Business, Announcements & Find of
the Month Program
7:30 - 7:45 Break
7:45 - 9:00 "Coin Facts” by Dave Jaeger of Corner
Coin shop.

RMPTH DUES
RMPTH is an unincorporated Social Club with
no income generated. All
expenses are covered by
$35 annual dues. Members are requested to
consider minor donations
at each monthly meeting
to cover refreshments.

Visit RMPTH On The Internet At
http://rmpth.com
MAP TO THE MEETING PLACE
Fort Collins Senior Center
MAP TO
THE
MEETING
PLACE
1200
Raintree
Drive
The
Edge
Sports
Center
Fort Collins, CO 80526
4450 Denrose Ct, Fort Collins, CO 80524

Directions:
The Edge Sports Center is located southeast of the intersection of I-25 and State Highway 14
in east Fort Collins.
Page 10
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August 2019
Sun

Mon

4

5

Tue

6

Wed

7
MPTH Finds Program &
Social 6:00P
RMPTH Meeting 7:00P

11

Thu

Fri

Sat

1

2

3

8

9

10

RMPTH Board Meeting
6:00P

Leadville Ole Mines
Tour & Turquoise
Hunting

12

13

14

15

16

19

20

21

22

23

17

Leadville Ole Mines
Tour & Turquoise
Hunting

18

24
Phoenix Gold Mine
Tour

25

26

27

28

29

30

31

September 2019
Sun

Mon

Tue

1

2

3

Wed

4
MPTH Finds Program &
Social 6:00P
RMPTH Meeting 7:00P

8

9

10

11

Thu

Fri

5

6

RMPTH Board Meeting
6:00P

12

16

17

18

19

13
20

Denver Gem & Mineral Show

22

The News, August 2019

14
Fort Laramie &
Gurnsey Oregon
Trail Outing
Denver Gem &
Mineral Show

21
Loveland Stone
Age Fair

23

Loveland Stone Age
Fair

29

7
Keota Ghost Town
Tour

Denver Gem & Mineral Show

15

Sat

24

25

26

27

28
RMPTH Annual
Coin & Prize Hunt

30
Page 11

Silver Cleaner

Carnation Milk Story

By Jay Pastor
There's a mild chemical on the inside of a banana skin that works well in cleaning grime and
tarnish from silver coins.
Simply wet the silver coin with water and rub
both sides along an inside segment of a discarded banana peel. The polish the coin's surface with a soft cloth or paper towel and watch
it get black.
The procedure can be repeated several times to
increase the shine without apparent damage to
the coin.
It goes without saying, of course, that you
shouldn't be polishing any coin that has, or appears to have, numismatic value. But you can
make any other you find look very nice for display. I don't know what this chemical is, but I
haven't found it to do much with non-silver
coins.
A few THers, however, have told me that it
works on other coins too. Try it out and see
what happens. It's not dangerous and won't
damage anything.

A

little old lady from Wisconsin had worked in
and around her family dairy farms since she
was old enough to walk, with hours of hard
work and little compensation.
When canned Carnation Milk became available in grocery stores in the 1940s, she read an advertisement
offering $5,000 for the best slogan. The producers
wanted a rhyme beginning With 'Carnation Milk is
best of all.'
She thought to herself, I know everything there is to
know about milk and dairy farms. I can do this! She
sent in her entry, and several weeks later, a black car
pulled up in front of her house.
A large man got out, knocked on her door and said,
"Ma'am,.....The president of Carnation Milk sent me
here to award you $1,000 even though we will not be
able to use it for our advertisements!"
He did, however, have one printed up to hang on his
office wall. True story.

✍

RMPTH Field Outing Statement
NOTE: The Coordinators and participants stay in
touch and continue to review and plan upcoming
presentations and outings for the year on a monthly
basis. Our editor Rick Mattingly needs timely event
information for each issue of The News. Please get
information about any particular event to him by the
15th of the month to meet the printing deadline for
the next issue.
Planned trips, outings, activities, and meeting programs are in the newsletter and on line at the clubs
website. Planning is a work in progress and additional outings and activities are added and sometimes deleted on an ongoing basis. Events planned
in the upcoming month are emphasized to the attendees at the monthly meetings. Contact the
Presentations Coordinators or Editor if you have
any suggestions or ideas throughout the year for
fieldtrips, outings, and programs.
The best made plans may change at the last minute due to the illness of the Trail Boss, weather,
land access, vehicles breaking down, wrong meeting sites, etc. Please be understanding of extenuating circumstances and contact the coordinator or
Trail Boss of a specific event if there is any question of an event being cancelled or changed at the
last minute.
Page 12
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Big Australian Gold Find
May, 2019

A

mine in Australia has produced what it's owners believe are the two largest gold specimens in recorded
history.

The biggest of the stones came in at 206 pounds and is estimated to contain 152 pounds of gold.
The second biggest stone weighed in at 139 pounds and is estimated to contain about 101 pounds of gold.
Early estimates from RNC Minerals have put the total take of course gold from the cut at more than 578 pounds,
or more than $11.5 million dollars.
Airleg driller Henry Dole has been credited with uncovering the astonishing find at the 45-year old Beta Hunt
Gold Mine near Kambalda.
Fox News Digital

✍

“A Frenzy seized my soul: unbidden my legs performed some entirely new movements of polka steps, I
took several....Piles of gold rose before me at every step; castles of marble, dazzling the eye with their
rich appliances; thousands of slaves bowing to my beck and call; myriads of fair virgins contending with
each other for my love, were among the fancies of my fevered imaginations. The Rothschilds, Girards
and Astors appeared to me but poor people; in short, I had a very violent attack of the Gold Fever.”
....James H. Carson, Recollections of the California Mines.
The News, August 2019
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Hg
Mercury is a chemical element with symbol Hg and
atomic number 80.
It is commonly known as quicksilver and was formerly named hydrargyrum A heavy, silvery d-block
element, mercury is the only metallic element that is
liquid at standard conditions for temperature and
pressure.
Mercury occurs in deposits throughout the world
mostly as cinnabar (mercuric sulfide). The red pigment vermilion is obtained by
grinding natural cinnabar or synthetic mercuric sulfide.
Mercury remains in use in scientific research applications and in amalgam for dental restoration in
some locales. It is also used in fluorescent lighting.
Electricity passed through mercury vapor in a fluorescent lamp produces shortwave ultraviolet light,
which then causes the phosphor in the tube to fluoresce, making visible light.
Mercury poisoning can result from exposure to water-soluble forms of mercury (such as mercuric chloride or methylmercury), by
inhalation of mercury vapor, or by ingesting any
form of mercury.
~ Wikipedia

What was the last date that coins were silver?
This answer refers only to U.S. coins
Cents - NEVER made of silver. 1943 cents look silver but are steel.
Nickels - always made of nickel and copper except
during WW2, when they had a small amount of silver
Dimes, Quarters - 90% silver, 10% nickel up till
1964. Copper-nickel in 1965 and later.
Half dollars - 90% silver, 10% nickel up till 1964.
40% silver, 60% nickel from 1965-69. Copper-nickel
in 1971 and later.
Dollars - 90% silver, 10% nickel up till 1935. Coinage suspended till 1971. Copper-nickel from 1971 to
1999, manganese-brass in 2000 and later.
Current products from the U. S. Mint including
proof sets and Silver American Eagles have silver.
These aren't intended for circulation and cost more
than face value but could still, if you were dumb
enough, be used at face value for purchases. So technically the U. S. still makes silver coins.
http://wiki.answers.com/Q/
What_was_the_last_date_that_coins_were_silver

The Law Gold Dredge. This dredge was powered by coal and steam. It operated in the old Four Mile Gold District of Colorado for
many years, recovering over $225,000 (at old gold prices) in gold before unfortunately burning in a coal fire accident.
Page 14
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Blast From The Past

Gold Glossary
Lode Deposit--a
vein of mineral ore
deposited between
nonmetallic rock
layers.
Gold Facts

RMPTH members chasing gold on the Arkansas River in the 80’s.
Hap Atencio (Past RMPTH President), John Masslich, Paul Siegel
and Bill Florem, along with Tom Massie of GPAA and GPAA cameraman.

✍

Symbol: AU
Atomic Number: 79
Atomic Weight: 196.967
Melting Point: 1063° (1945° F)
Specific Gravity: 19.2
MOH’s Scale of Hardness:
2.5 - 3
Karat
24K = 100% Pure Gold
18K = 75% Pure Gold
14K = 58% Pure Gold
10K = 42% Pure Gold
Troy Weights
1 grain = 0.0648 grams
24 grains = 1 penny
weight (DWT) = 1.552 grams
20 DWT = 1 ounce =
480 grains = 31.10 grams
12 ounces = 1 Troy pound =

YOUR
ADVERTISEMENT
COULD BE HERE!
Call Rick Mattingly
at 970-669-1205
or rickmatt@q.com
The News, August 2019
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Trading Post
FOR SALE: Jewelers propane/oxygen torch, many cabochons, beads and tools. Contact Ann at
(970) 6667-3705.
WANTED: Used lapidary equipment. Call Kathie 970-2211623
WANTED: Federal or state duck stamps; mint or used. Contact John Hart at (307) 778-3993.

NOTE:
Purchase arrangements are between the buyer and
seller only and involves no financial benefit to RMPTH.

About Trading Post
The News runs classified ads in Trading Post for
three consecutive issues. Trading Post ads for topic
related items up to 10 lines (or 70 words) long are
free. To place an ad in Trading Post contact Rick
Mattingly at (970) 669-1205 evenings. Or
Email at: rickmatt@q.com

Commercial Advertising
Specifications
(Monthly Donation Rate)
Full Page (8 1/2” X 7”)
Half Page (3 1/4”X 7”)
One Third Page (3’X4”)
Business Card (2 3/4”X1 1/2”)

$30
$20
$15
$5

Ads must be received by the 13 t5th of the preceding
month. Contact Rick Mattingly for information on
this service at (970) 669-1205 evenings or email at:
rickmatt@q.com

All mistakes and
misspellings were
intentionally made so
that you could have
the pleasure of finding them.
Colorado School of Mines
Geology Museum
Golden, Colorado
Contact us: 303-273-3815 or
geomuseum@mines.edu
Identification of specimens is performed
between 10 a.m. and noon, Tuesdays and
Thursdays.
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WEEKEND & SMALL-SCALE
MINER’S CODE OF ETHICS
I WILL respect other prospector’s claims and not work
those claims without the owner’s permission
I WILL have on-site all necessary permits and licenses
I WILL build fires in designated or safe places only,
and in accordance with current State and Federal
guidelines
I WILL be careful with fuels and motor oils and be
cognizant of their potential destructive effect on the
environment
I WILL remove and properly dispose of all trash and
debris that I find - I will not litter
I WILL be thoughtful, considerate and courteous to
those around me at all time
I WILL appreciate and protect our heritage of natural
resources, wildlife, fisheries and private property, and
respect all laws or ordinances governing prospecting
and mining
I WILL NOT remove stream bank material, destroy
natural vegetation or woody debris dams, nor discharge excess silt into the waterways

Brown Recluse Spider

A

t this time of year, this is worth seeing.

Show this picture to your spouse, your kids, grand
kids, and friends. It could save their lives. Remember
what this Spider looks like and be careful while cleaning, as told below.
It's summertime & cleanup is going on. Be careful
where you put your hands. They like dark spaces &
woodpiles. Also cool areas in the attic.
The Brown Recluse Spider is the most dangerous spider that we have here in the USA. A person can die
from it’s bite. We all should know what the spider
looks like. Send this around to people you love, because it is almost summer time. People will be digging
around, doing yard work, spring cleaning, and sometimes in their attics.
Please be careful.
Spider bites are dangerous and can have permanent
and highly negative consequences. They like the darkness and tend to live in storage sheds or attics or other areas that might not be frequented by people or
light. If you have a need to be in your attic, go up
there and turn on a light and leave it on for about 30
minutes before you go in to do your work.

✍
I WILL NOT refuel motorized equipment in the stream
I WILL NOT allow oil from motorized
equipment to drip onto the ground or into the water
I WILL NOT prospect in areas closed to prospecting
and mining

Offer Your Assistance To Any
Of Our Program Coordinators
The News, August 2019
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Rocky Mountain Prospectors and Treasure Hunters Club
2019 Schedule of Events
Month

Meeting Program

Trip/Activity

January

“Metal Detecting”
By Joe Johnston

No Trip/Activity Scheduled

February

“Gold Sluicing”
By Bob Murphy

“Tour of the Wyoming State Museum”

March

“Bingham Hill Cemetery”
By Rose Brinks

“Tour Sterling, CO Museum”
“Denver GPAA Show”
“Fort Collins Rockhounds Gem & Mineral Show”

April

“The Mining Camps Speak“
By Beth Sagsteter

“Prospecting & Detecting Clinic” at Lions Open Space”

May

“Maps, Compass & GPS”

“Let’s Go Gold Panning On The Arkansas’ Event – GPOC”

June

“Finding Gold In Colorado” by Kevin
Singel

“Ames Monument Tour and Metal Detecting”
“Cache Creek Gold Outing”

July

Prospecting Video

“South Pass, WY Prospecting & Detecting Outing”
“WY Metal Detecting Outing—Barb Schuldt”

August

Coin Facts
By Dave Jaeger

“Corona Pass-Rollins Pass Outing”
“Leadville Old Mines and Turquois Hunting”
“Phoenix Gold Mine Tour”

September

TO BE DETERMINED

“Keota Ghost Town Tour”
“Fort Laramie & Gurnsey Oregon Trail Outing”
“RMPTH Annual Coin & Prize Hunt”
“Stone Age Fair”
“Denver Mineral & Fossil Show”

October

“Meteorite Hunting”

“Off-Road Detector Hunt”
“Leucite Hills, WY Gold and Gem Outing”

November

“Annual “Show & Tell” &
Silent Auction”

No Trip/Activity Scheduled

December

“Annual Christmas Party”
“Find of the Year Program”
“Prospector/Detectorist of the Year”

“Flatirons Mineral Club & Model Train Show”

Good Hunting in 2019!
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Rocky Mountain
Prospectors & Treasure Hunters
Contact List
RMPTH Coordinators

Home

E-Mail

Bob Murphy

1-970-330-9009

mrphybob7@aol.com

Steve McNeill

1-970-556-0755

pawfullo@yahoo.com

Interim Treasurer

Wayne Hall

1-970-682-5035

wayneahall@gmail.com

Secretary

Darlene Bradley

1-970-532-2344

dbmios@earthlink.net

Rick Mattingly

1-970-669-1205

rickmatt@q.com

Rick Mattingly

1-970-669-1205

rickmatt@q.com

Dave Landes
Betsy Emond
Joe Johnston

1-720-985-4186
1-970-218-0290
1-303-696-6950

midnightoil45@aol.com
bemond@fcgov.com
cjoej1@peoplepc.com

Interim President
Interim Vice President

The News Staff
Editor-in-Chief
Internet Web Site
Web Master
Volunteers/Coordinators
Finds Program

Presentations

———————–

———————–

———————–

Club Historian

Steve McNeill

1-970-556-0755

pawfullo@yahoo.com

Club Meeting Greeter

Barbara Schuldt

1-480-277-0893

Club Librarian

Joe Johnston

1-303-696-6950

Club Photo Librarian

Need Volunteer

———————–

———————–

Meeting Setup

Need Volunteer

———————–

———————–

Door Prize

Need Volunteer

———————–

———————–

50/50 Drawing

Woody Hodgdon

1-970-217-8124

ftcolwoody@juno.com

Coin Raffle

Woody Hogdon

1-970-217-8124

ftcolwoody@juno.com

———————–
cjoej1@peoplepc.com

General Information Contact: Bob Murphy at 970-330-9009 or mrphybob7@aol.com

Visit RMPTH on the Internet at: http://rmpth.com

Let’s Go For The Gold !
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